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ON PROPERTY (T) FOR PAIRS OF TOPOLOGICAL GROUPS

by Paul Jolissaint 1

1. ON A THEOREM OF BATES AND ROBERTSON

In 1967, D. Kazhdan defined Property (T) for locally compact groups in
terms of unitary representations, and his first spectacular use of the notion was
to show that lattices in appropriate semi-simple groups are finitely generated
[10]. As further natural examples were discovered, it was realized that the

property makes sense for Hausdorff topological groups which need not be

locally compact; see [3] and [18].
The property was also generalized from groups to pairs H c G consisting

of a closed subgroup H of a topological group G. This appears explicitly in
Margulis' work on finitely-additive measures on Euclidean spaces [12]. But
establishing this property for the pair K2 c K2 x SL2(K) is already the main

step in Kazhdan's original proof that SL^K) has Property (T) for a local
field K and an integer n > 3, and Property (T) for pairs occurs also (without
its name) in Margulis' explicit construction of concentrators (see Lemma 3.15

in [11]). More recently, in [15] and in [16], S. Popa proved rigidity results

on type Hi factors that need Property (T) for pairs of countable groups such

as Z2 C Z2 xi SL2(Z). Thus Property (T) for pairs of topological groups has

credentials to be viewed as a very basic notion.

It is standard that Property (T) for groups has several equivalent
formulations (at least in the most important case of locally compact groups,
possibly with some extra finiteness condition such as compact generation or
a -compactness). In 1995, T. Bates and G. Robertson stated some of these

equivalences for pairs, with a claim that standard arguments apply. Since this
last point is not strictly true, we offer here a complete proof of a slightly
extended version of Theorem 1.1 in [2].

1) A version of the present paper has been circulating since 1999 under the title On relative
property T; it has been used on several occasions, among others by S. Popa in [15, 16]. For the
present publication, part of the introduction, some prerequisites and Section 4 have been added.
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We repeat below some definitions and state the main result. Further

definitions and auxiliary results are given in Section 2 ; Section 3 contains a

proof of the main theorem, and Section 4 is devoted to some consequences :

we prove that if G is a a -compact locally compact group, if L c K C H
are closed subgroups of G, then Property (T) for the pair L C G is inherited

by the pair K C //, provided that the homogeneous spaces G/H and K/L
have invariant probability measures and L is normal in G. This was stated

for discrete groups in Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 in [2], and proved for locally

compact second countable groups in Proposition 3.1 of [9].

Definition 1.1. (1) Let G be a Hausdorff topological group and let

(tt, PL) be a unitary representation of G. For a subset ß / 0 of G and a

real number 5 > 0, a vector £ G PL is (Q,e)-invariant if

(Observe that if £ satisfies (*) then £ ^ 0.) Say that r almost has invariant
vectors if, for any compact subset ß / 0 of G and any £ > 0, there exist

(<2, e) -invariant vectors.

(2) Let moreover H be a closed subgroup of G. The pair H C G has

Property (T) if, for every unitary representation n of G which almost has

invariant vectors, there exists a vector £ / 0 which satisfies 7r(/z)£ £ for

every h G H. In particular, the group G itself has Property (T) if the pair
G C G has Property (T).

(3) A Kazhdan pair (Q^e) for the pair of groups H C G consists of a

compact subset ß / 0 of G and a real number e > 0 such that, whenever

a unitary representation n of G has a vector £ for which (*) holds, then ir
has a non-zero vector which is invariant by 7t{H).

For a pair H c G as above and a unitary representation ir of G in PL,

we denote by PLH the closed subspace of PL of all r(H) -invariant vectors,
and by £H the orthogonal projection of £ G PL on PLH.

A complex-valued function p on a Hausdorff topological group G is of
positive type if it is continuous and if

ij= 1

for every integer n > 1, for all elements g\,..., gn G and for all complex
numbers a\,..., an. If moreover p{\) 1, we say that p is normalized.

(*) sup ||7r(<7)£ — £|| < £||f||.
see

n
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A complex-valued function iß on G is conditionally of negative type if it
is continuous, if ip(g~l) ip(g) for every g G G and if

n

'//,) < o

U=i
for every integer n > 1, for all elements g\,..., gn G G and all complex
numbers a\%,>., that satisfy ^"=1 a/ 0.

THEOREM 1.2. G be a Hausdorff topological group and let H be a
closed subgroup of G. Consider the following properties for the pair H C G.

(al) There exists a Kazhdan pair for the pair H C G.

(a2) The pair H C G has Property (T).
(a3) There exists a non-empty compact subset Q of G and a positive

number e such that, for every unitary representation it of G for which (*)
is true, then the restriction of it to H contains a non-zero finite-dimensional
subrepresentation.

(a4) [respectively (a4/)] The restriction to H of every complex-valued
[respectively real-valued] function on G which is conditionally of negative

type is bounded.

(bl) There exists a Kazhdan pair (Q,so) for H C G with the following
property : for any 8 > 0 and for every unitary representation it of G which
has a (Q, 8eo)-invariant unit vector £, its orthogonal projection fH on TLH

satisfies ||£ — fH\\ < 5.

(b2) For every ô > 0, there exists a Kazhdan pair {Q,s) for H G G with
the following property : for any unitary representation tt of G which has a

(2, é)-invariant unit vector £, its projection fH satisfies ||£ — ^|| < 8.

(b3) If (ipj)j£j is a net of normalized functions ofpositive type on G which

converges uniformly to 1 on compact sets, then

lim sup I(pj(h) - 1| lim \ \pj\h ~ 1 jföo 0
KJ heH

Then :

• Properties (al) and (a2) are equivalent, they imply Property (a3) which

implies Property (a4), and the latter is equivalent to Property (a4/).

• Property (bl) implies Property (b2), the latter is equivalent to Property
(b3), and both imply Property (al). Moreover, if H is normal in G, Properties
(bl), (b2) and (b3) are equivalent.

Finally, assume that the group G is locally compact and a -compact. Then

properties (al), (a2), (a3), (a4), (b2) and (b3) are equivalent.
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Remark. We have no example of a pair H c G with Property (T), where

G is a -compact and locally compact and where H is not a normal subgroup

of G, for which Property (bl) does not hold.

Acknowledgements. My warmest thanks go to Pierre de la Harpe

for his valuable suggestions and comments and his considerable help in the

presentation of this article, and to Bachir Bekka and Ghislain Jaudon for

having detected a gap in the proof of Corollary 4.1 in a preliminary version.

2. Some prerequisites

We gather first some known facts on functions of positive type and on
functions which are conditionally of negative type.

Let G be a Hausdorff topological group and let ir be a unitary representation

of G in H. To every £ G H, one associates a function of positive type

(pn^ on G by (ir(g)£, £) for all g G G. Conversely, let ^ be a

function of positive type on G. The so-called GNS-construction shows that,
for any such function <£>, there exists a unique (up to unitary equivalence)

triple (tt^. H^.^) where iis a unitary representation of G in H^ and £^
is a cyclic vector in H^ which satisfies p(g) (7r^(g)£^, £^) for all g G G.

A unitary representation p of G is weakly contained in a unitary
representation 7r if every function <pp g is a uniform limit on compact subsets

of sums of functions In particular, if p Ig is the trivial representation,
it is weakly contained in a representation ir if and only if the latter almost
has invariant vectors.

Consider next the set of functions which are conditionally of negative type
on G. It is a cone which is closed in the topology of simple convergence. By
a theorem of Schoenberg (1938), if tp : G -> R is a continuous function such

that -0(1) 0 and ip(g~l) ip(g) for all g G G, then ip is conditionally of
negative type if and only if the functions e~^ are of positive type for all
real numbers t > 0. (See for example Theorem 5.16 in [5].) Moreover, there

exist a real Hilbert space Tip, an orthogonal representation irp of G on Hp
and a cocycle b : G Hp (i.e. b(gh) b(g) + iTp(g)b(h) Mg,h G G and

Z?(l) 0) such that

i>(g~]h) \\b(h)-b{g)f

(See Proposition 5.14 in [5].) In particular, ip(g) > 0 for all g G G.
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Let H be a closed subgroup of G and let ip be a real-valued function
on G which is conditionally of negative type. The following lemma, which
extends Lemma 4.4 in [8], will be used in Section 3:

Lemma 2.1. Let G, H and tp be as above. For t > 0, denote by

(7TtjFit^t) the cyclic representation of G associated with the function of
positive type e~1^. Then the restriction of ip to H is bounded if and only

if there exists some t > 0 such that the restriction of 717 to H contains a

non-zero finite-dimensional subrepresentation.

Proof Assume that xp\n is bounded and let c > 0 be such that ip(h) < c
for every h G H. Let t > 0 be arbitrary. We are going to prove that 7i>|H

contains the trivial one-dimensional representation, i.e. FLt contains a non-zero
vector t] which satisfies 7rt(h)r] rj for all h G H. To this end, let C be the

closed convex hull of ; it is the closure in FLt of

n

; n> 1, su...,sne[0,1],y^s; I. gh|.
i— 1 i

Then we claim that ||£|| > e~tcI1 for all £ G C : indeed, if s\,...,sn G [0,1]
are such that JT Sj 1 and if h\,... ,hn e H, then

il 2

IL/''7rf(A,-)6 — L £,)
Î iJ

hi

iJ

Let r] G C be the element of minimal norm. Then 7rt(h)rj 77 for every
h £ Fl by uniqueness, and rj 0.

Before giving the proof of the converse, assume that ip\H is unbounded
and let (hn)n>\ c H be a sequence such that ip(hn) ->00 as n -A 00. Then

we claim that, for every t > 0 and every unit vector £ ePLt®PLt, one has

(*) 'im ||t T,(hn)<g>n ~t{hn)£|| vT.
^ OO

Indeed, it suffices to prove (*) for £ in the linear span of

Ut(g)Ct ®; ftî'eG}.
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Thus, write
m

£ ayTTtigd £, ® 17(5,') 6
<',7=1

with ay C and ghg'j £G for all i.j 1,..., m. As £ has norm one, we

have for every n > 1 :

||7r,(fc„)<g> 7f7(A„)£ - £||2

2 - 2Re f ^ aijâù{nt(gïlh„gi) £„ £,)
' Mj) £,, £,) J

— 2—2Re (^2aijäki^p(-tWgklhngi) + ip(g'2hngj)])j

because ip is real-valued. Let (TL^, ti>. /?) be a triple as above : Liy is a real

Hilbert space, 7is an orthogonal representation of G on %/, and b is a

cocycle such that

<P(g~lh)||fe(A) - i>(5)||2 Vs,

Thus, ||fc(Ä/i)|| oo as n —^ oo, which implies that

•#'(. 9pK9i)\\b(h„gi) - b(gk) ||2

||^(D + ^-> (\\b(hn)\\- ||è(fifi) - 7r^(A„)/b(5,-)||)2

tends to oo as ft —» oo for all 1 < i,k < m and similarly for ip(gfJ~] hngfj)

for all 1 <y, / < m. This proves (*).
If the restriction of irt to H contains a non-zero finite-dimensional

subrepresentation for some t > 0, as is well known, this means that (7rt®7rt)\H
contains the trivial representation of H, and (*) implies that ip is bounded. D

The following two lemmas are certainly well known to some readers, but

we include their proofs for convenience.

LEMMA 2.2. Let H be a group, let n be a unitary representation of H
in a Hilbert space LI and let S be a positive number. If there exists a unit
vector £ e PL such that \\tt(&)£ — £|| < 5 for all h G H, then — £|| < 5.

Proof As in the proof of Lemma 2.1, let C be the closed convex hull
of 7r(H)£. By assumption, one has |[£ — £|| < ô for all G C. Since is

the element of minimal norm in C, we get the conclusion.
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Assume now that G is a locally compact group and let H be a closed

subgroup of G. Following Definition 6.1.4 in [4], we say that H is co-F0lner
in G if there exists a G-invariant state on L°°(G/H) (equivalently, if the

homogeneous space G/H is amenable in the sense of Eymard [6]). It amounts
to saying that the quasi-regular representation ÀG/H of G on L?(G/H) almost
has invariant vectors. Observe that if there exists a G-invariant probability
measure on G/H then H is co-F0lner in G. The next lemma will be needed
in Section 4.

LEMMA 2.3. Let H G G be as above and assume that H is co-F0lner
in G. If it is a unitary representation of H which almost has invariant
vectors, then its induced representation a lnd^{ir) almost has invariant
vectors, too.

Proof If it almost has invariant vectors, then the trivial representation
1 h of H is weakly contained in tr, and, by continuity of inducing,
Àg/h — IndtfCl//) is weakly contained in a. Since H is co-F0lner in G,
Ag/h almost has invariant vectors, and so does a. Q

3. Proof of Theorem 1.2

To begin with, Properties (a4) and (a4/) are equivalent because of the

following standard fact. Let ijj : G —> C be a function which is conditionally
of negative type. Then Re(ip(g) — > 0 for all g G G and the real-valued
function fo defined by tpo(g) Re{(^(g) — ^(l))1/2} is also conditionally of
negative type. Moreover, iJj and ^ are both bounded on G if one of them
is. (See Corollary 5.19 in [5].)

The implication (al) => (a2) is straightforward.
(a2) => (al). Let I be the set of all pairs (g, e) where g is a non

empty compact subset of G and 5 > 0. If (al) does not hold, then for every
i := (g, e) G /, one can find a unitary representation 7rz in Hi of G and a

unit vector G Hi such that

sup I-;(./)£, I <e,
geQ

but such that Tp — {0}. Set 7r ®;e/7r,. It almost has invariant vectors,
hence, by (a2), it has some non-zero vector which is invariant by tt{H), and

this implies that Fif / {0} for some /, which contradicts the choice of ttj.
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(al) =k> (a3) obviously.

(a3) (a4/) follows readily from Lemma 2.1.

(bl) => (b2) is trivial because (b2) is a special case of (bl).
(b2) => (b3). Let (<Pj)jej be a net as in (b3) and denote by (ttp Hj, 6)

the GNS-representation of <pj for all j G J. Fix a positive number 5, and let

(0,5) be a Kazhdan pair associated to 5/2. There exists js G J such that

sup I <Pj(g)~i|< TT
geQ L

for all j > js.Hence]fc/(p)0 - Oil v^Rcd - ipj(g)) < e for all e
and all j > js Thus, one has, by (b2), ||£-* — Oil 5^/2 for all j > .We
get for all h G H and all j >js '

\fj(h) -It Ik;WO - v-0)l
< Ik;WO - Oil

< Ik;W0 - ef il + ]«f - on

< 2||0f - oil < s.

(b3) => (b2). Let again I be the set of all ])airs (Q,e) as in the

proof of (a2) (al). I is a net when provided witli the following partial
ordering: (Q, e) < (Qf,£f) if and only if Q c Qf and s > e'. If (b2) does

not hold, there exists ô > 0 such that for every pair i (Q, e) G I one can

find a representation 7T/ on H,, a unit vector 6 G Hi and hi G H such that

sup ||7Ti(sr)0 - oil < £
g&Q

but

I -,(/',)0 - Oil >

by Lemma 2.2. Put tßiig) (7T/(g)6, 6) • Then -G 1 uniformly on compact
sets hence

sup \ tpi(h) — 11 —> 0
heH

But one has [Jtt"z(/^)6 — 611 > S for every i, which implies that

Ö2

Re(l - > y
This gives a contradiction.

(b2) =^> (al). This is obvious.
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Assume now that H is normal in G and that Property (b2) holds. Choose
5 > 0 and let (Q,e) be as in (b2). Set so ^/2. If (tt,H) is a unitary
representation of G which has a unit vector £ that satisfies

sup ||tt(p)£ - £|| < ^
sse z

then we just need to prove that

sup ||tr(A)£ - £|| < tj.
heH

To do that, set M(£) sup^GÖ ||7r(#)£ — £||, and let H\ be the orthogonal
complement of l~iH in H. Since H is normal in G, both subspaces are
G-invariant. Write £ g + £ with 77 G HH and £ G If £ 0, then

£ 77 £^, and we are done. Assume that £ ^ 0. Then one has for every
9 Q-

But necessarily M(£) > e||£'[j because the restriction of tt to H\ has no

non-zero //-invariant vector. Thus ||£ — 771( ||£|| < £_1M(£), and we get for
all h G H :

I K(Ä)£ - £11 ||"V0(£ - if)-(£ - 77) 11 < 2||£ - 77II < ^M(Q < S.

Hence, when H is a normal subgroup of G, Properties (bl), (b2) and (b3)
are equivalent.

Finally, let us assume that G is a locally compact, a -compact group. In
order to complete the proof of Theorem 1.2, it remains to prove that Property
(a4) implies Property (b3). Indeed, we already know that

(al) <=> (al) => (a3) =^> (a4)

and that

{bl) <$=> (b3) (al).

(a4) => (b3). (Adapted from [1].) Suppose that there exists a sequence
{<pn)n>\ of functions which are normalized and of positive type on G such

that ipn -A 1 uniformly on compact sets, but with

lim inf \\tpa\H-l||oo 2e > 0.
«—>00
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Then there exist (hn) C H and integers kn > n such that

\<fik„(hn)—It > e

for all n > 1. Let (Qn)n> 1 be an increasing sequence of compact subsets of
G such that G |J/7 <2„. Taking a subsequence if necessary, we assume that

sup \^n(g) 1| < 4""
gQn

and
I TniHn) 1 I ^ £

for every n. Using the inequality:

IvW - AO 12 < 2(1 - Re<^(i"0))

for all s.teG and for every normalized function of positive type ^ on G,
we get:

£2
— < Re(l - ifnihn))

for every n. Then set

oo

*P(g) J22"Re(l-Vn(g)),
n= 1

which is a function conditionally of negative type on G. As

Tp{hn)>2"-'"e2

for every /?, we see that ^ is unbounded on H.
The proof is now complete.

4. Consequences

Let G be a Hausdorff topological group and let //, K, L be closed subgroups
of G such that L C K C H C G. Observe that, if the pair K C H has Property
(T), it follows from the definition that the pair LcG has also Property (T).
Theorem 1.2 has the following consequence, which extends Theorem 1.5 in
[2] and Proposition 3.1 in [9].

COROLLARY 4.1. The notation being as above, assume moreover that G

is a second countable, locally compact group and that the pair L C G has

Property (T).
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(1) If there exists a K-invariant probability measure on K/L, then the pair
K C G has Property (T).

(2) If H is co-F0lner in G and if L is a normal subgroup of G, then the

pair L C H has Property (T).

Particular case. Let H be a locally compact, second countable group
and let K be a closed subgroup of H. Assume that there exists a H-
invariant probability measure on H/K. Then the following three properties
are equivalent:

(i) the group H has Property (T),

(ii) the group K has Property (T),

(iii) the pair K C H has Property (T).

The equivalence between (i) and (ii) is already in [10]. In particular, it
holds for a lattice in a locally compact group. It is the last step of Kazhdan's

argument for showing that lattices in appropriate semi-simple Lie groups (in
particular in affine algebraic groups over local fields which are simple of split
rank at least two) are finitely-generated.

Proof of Corollary 4.1. (1) Let p be a ^-invariant probability measure

on K/L and denote by p the canonical projection from K onto K/L. Let
(7r, TL) be a unitary representation of G which almost has invariant vectors.
We are going to prove that TL contains non-zero invariant vectors for n(K).
As the pair LcG satisfies Property (b2), given some 0 < ö < 1/16, there

exists a Kazhdan pair (g, e) as in (b2), and we assume that e < 8. Choose a

compact set C C K such that, if X p(C), then p{K/L\X) < S, and choose

a unit vector £ G TL which satisfies

Then there exists a unit vector 77 G TLl such that ||// — £j| < 28. In particular,
we get for all k G C :

Let us define then // : K/L -y TL by pfkL) n(k)rj for all k G K. Finally,
set

sup ||n-(p)£ - £|| < £.
seßuc

(*) IW(k)rj - £|| < \\ir(k)ri-7r(£)£|| + ||7r(&)£ - £|| < 36.

K/L
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As fjb is a X-invariant measure, one has 7r(k)g\ 771 for all k K, and

it remains to prove that 771 / 0. But, by the inequalities (*), we have

\\rjf(x) — £|| < 36 for all x E X, and this implies that

/ T) {x)dg(x) — /i(X)£ < 3(5,
Jx

whence

7/ (x)dg(x)
fx

3
> //(X) — 35 > 1 — 45 > —

3
Finally, the inequality 11771 — 777(jc)ö?/x(a:)|[ < S implies that \\r]\

(2) Let 7T be a unitary representation of H which almost has invariant

vectors. By Lemma 2.3, its induced representation a -- Ind^(7r) almost has

invariant vectors, too. Thus its restriction to L has an invariant unit vector
£. We realize a as in [7], p. 348, and we keep S. Gaal's notations: choose

a quasi-invariant probability measure \i on G/H and let JC JC(/jl) be the

Hilbert space of (classes of) measurable functions rj : G H such that, for
all h G //, r](gh) 7r(h~[)rj(g) dg-a.e., and fG^H \ \r](x)\\2dfi(x) < 00. Finally,
denote by À(g,x) the Radon-Nikodym derivative given l)y the action of G on

G/H. Hence £: G -A 1~L is a Borel function such that:

(a) for every h G H, one has Ugh) 7r(/z-1)£(g) dg-a.e.,

(b) [ U(x)\\2dll(x)=l,
J G/H

(c) for every ICL, Ç(lgW\(l, g)Ç(g) a.e..

We claim that G/H has an L-invariant probability measure: indeed, set

HB)[ Xb(X)
J G/H

for every Borel subset B of G/H. Then Property (c) above shows that

v is L-invariant. As v is a regular measure, its support S is a closed,
L-invariant subset of G/H. Let Y C G be the preimage of S under the

canonical projection of G onto G/H. Y is a closed subset of G, it has

positive Haar measure, it is left L-invariant and right //-invariant. Replacing

g by g' ii(S)n\s + (1 — g(S))g\c/H\s ^ we get a quasi-invariant probability
measure on G/H such that the Radon-Nikodym derivative À'{h, s) — 1 for
(/, s) G L x S. Realizing a on the Hilbert space /C(//), the non-zero vector
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£' 4^7 restricted to T satisfies :

(a7) for every h G //, one has £7(y/z) ir{h ^(y) for almost all y G T,

(c7) for every / G L, £7(/y) £7(y) for almost all y G Y.

Consider next the following right actions of L x H on Y and on LL :

Then, by Proposition B.5 of [19], there is an L x //-invariant conull Borel
subset To C Y and a Borel L x H-map £77 : To T~L such that £77 £7 a.e..

In particular, one has for all y G T0 and all (/, h) G L x H :

Thus, choose y G To such that £77(y) / 0. Then, since L is normal in G and

contained in //, one has for every / G L :

which means that £/7(y) is a non-zero L -invariant vector.

Exampfes. (1) The existence of a K -invariant probability measure on K/L
cannot be replaced by the amenability of K/L : indeed, let H be a countable,

infinite, amenable group, let L be any finite subgroup of H and let K be an

infinite subgroup of H which contains L. Then the pair L c H obviously
has Property (T), but the pair K c H does not: the regular representation
of H almost has invariant vectors, and its restriction to K has no non-zero
invariant vectors.

(2) We give an example where Corollary 4.1 applies: Set T0 SL2(Z),
let Ti [To, To] be the commutator subgroup of To and set T2 [T^Ti].
It is proved in [6] that T2 is co-F0lner in SL2(R), but that the homogeneous

space SL2(R)/r2 has no SL2(R)-invariant probability measure. As the pair
R2 C R2 x SL2(R) has Property (T), the pairs R2 C R2 x T2 and Z2 c Z2xT2
also have Property (T).

Remarks. (1) We don't know whether the second statement of Corollary

4.1 remains true if L is not normal in G.

(2) Recently, R. Nicoara, S. Popa and R. Sasyk found a characterization of
Property (T) for pairs of countable groups in terms of projective representations
which is similar to our condition (b2) : see Theorem 3.1 in [13].

y • (/, h) I lyh and 77 • (/, h) ir(h l)rj.

C(rlyh)

?(yrl) £"0>rly~ly) GOO
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(3) Let H be a closed subgroup of a topological group G. Say that G

has Property (T) relative to H if any unitary representation n of G which
almost has invariant vectors and which has non-zero invariant vectors by H
has also non-zero vectors invariant by G. (In particular, Property (T) for the

group G itself means that G has Property (T) relative to {1}.) This property
plays its role in Popa's articles [14] and [17], but it should not be confused

with Property (T) for the pair H C G.

Added in proof. 1) Using the recent article of J. Peterson, A 1-cohomology
characterization of property (T) in von Neumann algebras, preprint 2004, it can
be proved that condition (a4) in Theorem 1.2 implies condition (bl) when G is
a à-compact group.

2) We owe to Y. de Cornulier the following two observations : First, it is unnecessary
to assume that G is Hausdorff since every unitary representation is trivial on the closure
of {1}. Secondly, statement (1) in Corollary 4.1 can be deduced from Valette's property
(FH) : see Proposition 2.5.5 in B. Bekka, P. de la Harpe and A. Valette, Kazhdan's
Property (T), preprint 2003.
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